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Many Arabic varieties use epenthesis to break up triconsonantal clusters. Onset dialects 

such as Egyptian Arabic (EA) epenthesize a vowel after the second consonant (CCVC) while 

rime dialects such as Iraqi Arabic (IA) break up the illicit cluster by inserting a vowel after the 

first consonant (CVCC) (Broselow, 1992). On the other hand, Qassimi Arabic (QA) follows both 

patterns. Older QA speakers show variation between these two patterns in avoidance of 

morpheme-internal -CCC- (1).  

(1)  /s ̂́lħ/ [ja.s ̂́əl.ħuh] (CVCC)       ~      [ĵ́aŝ.lə.ħuh] (CCVC) “(may) god/ he guides him” 
QA optionality, I argue, is best accounted for by a partial order grammar (Antilla, 1997) 

involving an interaction between stress and epenthesis. This analysis both produces the 

optionality in (1) and improves on other analyses by connecting the choice of epenthesis site to 

independent facts about QA. 

QA has a default-to-opposite (DTO) stress system where stress falls on the rightmost 

heavy syllable while in the absence of heavy syllables, stress falls on the initial syllable (Ingham, 

1982). CVVC, CVCC and CVV are heavy both finally and non-finally whereas CVC is only 

heavy non-finally.  

Setting up the basic assumptions, it is assumed that *CCC is undominated. This 

constraint militates against a sequence of three consonants in a row. It outranks both DEP-V 

which militates against epenthesizing vowels and O-contiguity which penalizes morpheme-

internal epenthesis. This sort of interaction rules out the most faithful candidate (2c).  

Bakovic’s (1998) analysis of this kind of system depends on the ranking HeadFoot-R >> 

HeadFoot-L to ensure that main stress appears as far to the right as possible. HeadFoot-R and 

HeadFoot-L are gradient head-alignment constraints where each syllable separating the 

designated edge of the head foot from the designated edge of the word incurs a violation. 

Candidate (2a) [ja.(s ̂́əl).ħuh] wins because it satisfies HeadFoot-R better than the other possible 

output (2b) [(ĵ́aŝ).lə.ħuh]; this means, though, that an epenthetic vowel is stressed, something 

languages often avoid (Alderete,1995). Stressed epenthetic vowels violate HEADDEP. The other 

variant (2b) [(ĵ́aŝ).lə.ħuh] avoids stressing an epenthetic vowel; the cost, though, is a new 

violation of HeadFoot-R because that rightmost heavy syllable is farther from the right edge.  

The two optional forms can be accounted for by an unspecified ranking between 

HeadFoot-R  and HEADDEP as illustrated in (3) where each output is possible depending on 

how the partial ranking is resolved. Unlike older speakers, younger speakers show no variation 

and produce only [ĵ́aŝ.lə.ħuh] (CCVC). This can be explained if the ranking HEADDEP >> 

HeadFoot-R is invariant in their grammar.           
 2-  

jə.ŝlħuh *CCC DEP-V O-

CONTIGUITY 

HeadFoot-R HeadFoot-L 

a.   

ja.(s ̂́əl).ħuh 

 * * * * 

b. ?  (ĵ́as ̂́alə.ħuh  * * **!  

c.      ja.ŝlħuh *!     

 

 

 



3-Stress and Epenthesis Interaction; Optionality/ Partial Order Grammar  

jə.ŝlħuh *CCC DEP-V O-

CONTIGUITY 

HeadFoot-R HEADDEP HeadFoot-L 

a.   

ja.(s ̂́əl).ħuh 

 * * * * (!) * 

b.  (ĵ́as ̂́alə.ħuh  * * ** (!)   

Previous analyses have been built on either directional syllabification (Farwaneh, 1995; 

Ito, 1989) or syllable alignment (Rose, 2000). Directional syllabification (Farwaneh, 1995; Ito, 

1989) suggests that words are syllabified from one edge of the word to the other fixing 

disallowed structures along the way by vowel epenthesis if necessary; each starting 

edge/direction predicts a different vowel epenthesis site. On the other hand, syllable alignment 

(Rose, 2000) produces the expected vowel epenthesis site by using gradient alignment 

constraints requiring every syllable to be aligned with a designated edge of the word. This 

analysis chooses the surface form by favoring candidates whose syllables are closest to a 

designated edge of the word. One violation is assigned for every mora separating a syllable from 

the given word edge. Nuclei and codas are moraic. If syllables are aligned with the right edge of 

the word, the epenthetic vowel occurs after the second consonant (i.e. EA) while aligning 

syllables with the left edge of the word forces the epenthetic vowel to appear after the first 

consonant (i.e. IA).  

             The present analysis accounts for other dialects with fixed epenthesis sites: EA has the 

invariant ranking HEADDEP >> HeadFoot-R, and IA has the opposite. It is superior to 

alternatives (Farwaneh, 1995; Ito, 1989; Rose, 2000) as it ties the variability in the site of 

epenthesis to other phonological concerns in the language rather than merely stipulating where 

epenthesis should occur. 
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